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10 A classification is a spatial, temporal, or spatio-temporal segmentation of the world. 10
11 A ‘classification system’ is a set of boxes (metaphorical or literal) into which things 11
12 can be put to then do some kind of work-bureaucratic or knowledge production 12
13 (Bowker and Star 2002,10). 13
14 ■'"

15
16 Introduction , *'• 16
17
18 In early 1989, changes in Soviet foreign policy and progress in Edst-West arms 18
19 control negotiations led the United States-^govemmeofto change its classification 19
20 of Yugoslavia, from its own special category or a^ *j}arf of southern Europe (both 20
21 had operated) to its pre-1949 classification as part of eastern and southeastern 21
22 Europe. The message was conveyed in Afirirto the Yugoslav government by the 22
23 new U.S. Ambassador to BeIgbdeJ.Warren'iZimmermann: Yugoslavia’s special 23
24 status during the Cold War was over. No longer relevant to US national interest 24
25 and European collective sepurity (ire.-,^ hs special role in defending the southern 25 
.26 flank of North Atlantic Tmty ©):ganization (NATO) countries), it would now 26
27 compete with the rest o£e^'teni Europe for membership in an integrating Europe 27
28 and be subject to the humah-rights focus (Basket Three) of ongoing negotiations at 28
29 the Conference on Security hnd Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) in Vienna. 29
30 Within two'years of the. party platform of the Eleventh Cpngress of the League 30
31 of CoramuniStL'of Slovenia in December 1989 declaring its goal as ‘Europe, 31
32 Nowl’% the ’forme^Yugoslav federal republic of Slovenia was no longer a part 32
33 of'easterfi or southeastern Europe, its reclassification as western Europe sealed 33
34 definitively by European Union (EU) membership in May 2004. Anyone within 34
35 hearing range of Croatian President Franjo Tudjman between his election in April 35
36 1990 and his death in January 2000 would be reminded that Croatia was not a 36
37 Balkan country, not even part of the ‘Western Balkans’, the classification created 37
38 later by the EU to differentiate Romania and Bulgaria and welcome their eventual 38
39 accession. Since 2000 and the fundamental political changes in the Western 39
40 Balkans, the question on most public minds is whether the remaining coimtries 40
41 - Bosnia, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Kosovo/a - are ‘European’ or 41
42 not. Classifications, in other words, matter. The question is: what is the consequence 42
43 of a particular classification? 43
44 44
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1 What work does the category ‘weak state’ do? Are there consequences of its
2 uses - its inclusion and exclusion? Who decides? The concept was discarded by
3 political scientists more than 20 years ago because it was unable to do the work
4 in developing and testing theory that any concept must do; to the extent the term
5 remained in use, it was to demonstrate precisely that, that the concept was too
6 vague to sort countries into separate boxes, to identify patterns of variation, and to
7 use it in explaining anything. The very theoretical weakness of the concept of state
8 weakness did, however, contribute to knowledge by provoking scholars to identify
9 more useful explanatory variables, such as Peter Evans’ concept of embedded

10 autonomy to explain variation in the state’s role in economic development or
11 Michael Mann’s distinctions between despotic and infrastructural powerto analyse
12 the social bases of state strength. \\
13 The remarkable revival of the concept belongs to the policy cortfeunity, - such
14 as in the new 2002 United States National Security Strategy - on the one hand, and
15 in the diplomatic sensitivity of some western govemment»'hoping to find a less
16 critical alternative label for those proliferating in the security field- state failure,
17 state fragility, and even states in crisis and states at ri^k—Oii theq|ther. In fact, these
18 terms are used quite interchangeably because their use - the'work.they do - does
19 not require precision; indeed, they benefit "from vagii^ess and-imprecision.
20 Nonetheless, this political and policy work has led to an equally remarkable
21 proliferation of quantitative indexes aim^.at classifying countries according to
22 their level of state weakness, fragility, risk of fiilure, and outright failure. One
23 would think that quantitative data an&the coding necessary would require precision,
24 and in some senses these many'mdexes do appear to have been developed with
25 careful attention to transpareht coding decisions and methodological sensitivity
26 on measures. Some, such hs the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) at the
27 World Bank, even revise ‘cjassifitations and rankings regularly in order to aim
28 at ever greater precision (giving priority to the integrity of the numbers over
29 longitudinal analy§is._of their annual classifications, however). The issue is not
30 methodological rigor irlfrata collection, however; it is the purposes for which these
31 index^ ate,being- created, proliferate, and meant to be used.
32 : 'V>
33 ',, /
34 Measuring state weakness globally
35
36 The first characteristic of these indexes of state weakness and their creators is
37 that they have separate goals, audiences, and origins. Their common link is the
38 theoretical assumption about the role of the state. Whatever the problem of concern,
39 and they are many and varied, the cause is uniformly seen as state weakness or
40 failure. This alone should raise a warning light as critics (not a very large number)
41 of the concept of failed state have been doing for some time.
42 One set of indexes aims at peace, conflict, and security (national, regional,
43 and international) concerns and audiences. Weak, fragile, and failing states are
44 said to be a (for some, the greatest) threat to international peace and security - to
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1 their neighbors, their regions, to rich countries, to the US as globally dominant
2 power, to EU states, to the United Nations (UN) as universal provider of collective
3 security. The argumentation can be found in the U.S. National Security Strategy of
4 2002 and its revision in 2006; in EU neighborhood policy; and in the 2004 report
5 to the UN Secretary-General from his High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges,
6 and Change. Although the bases of this argument have been variously traced to
7 Colin Powell’s 1989 concept of ‘rogue states’ as the primary threat to US national
8 security after the end of the Soviet Union by Michael Klare, to nineteenth century
9 European colonialism by Mark Duffield, and to the early years of the Cold War

10 and its construction of the social sciences as ‘an adjunct of the world hegemonic
11 pretensions of the USA’ for Pinar Bilgin and Adam David Morton (2002, 55), it
12 is now primarily associated with the attack on the New York trade towers and
13 the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, and the subsequent conclusion in'the US
14 government that state failure in Afghanistan was responsible, for the actions of
15 Osama Bin Laden and his A1 Qaeda operatives. . ^
16 The indexes in this first focus include (1) the State Fragility Index, designed
17 in 2007 as a follow-on to the work of the Political Instability.(iiiitially. State
18 Failure) Task Force funded since 1994 by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency’s
19 Directorate on Intelligence but comprised ofa lafge p^el of independent academic
20 researchers (Marshall and Goldstone 2007), (2) the related Peace and Conflict
21 Instability Ledger created by the same core, researchers and which assigns 3-year
22 predictions on the risk of future instability to counfrjes (see www.cidcm.umd.edu/
23 pc), (3) the Failed States Index created by the Fund for Peace in Washington, DC
24 (see www.fundforpeace.org/programs/fsi/fsindex.php), and reported annually in
25 Foreign Policy, and (4) the Global-Peace Index produced at the University of
26 Queensland, Australia, in cdllaborafioh with the Economist Intelligence Unit (see
27 www.visionofhumanity.com)i /
28 A second set of indexes atad.arguments is driven by economists in development
29 banks and agencies which began to focus in the 1980s, but increasingly during
30 the 1990s, on the vifew,th|at economic development depended on a particular
31 set of .governmental institutions and policies, what they came to label ‘good
32 goyeihance’j and its relation to economic growth. Thus, the essential explanation
33 fot variation in a country’s economic growth and development was the state. Three
34 are particularly prominent and key to this approach — (1) the WGI created in 1996
35 by Daniel Kaufoann and Aart Kraay at the World Bank (see www.worldbank.
36 org/wbi/goVemance/), which measure Voice and Accountability, Rule of Law,
37 Regulatory Quality, Political Stability, Control of Corruption, and Government
38 Effectiveness (this latter indicator, which is often used on its own, is based on
39 the World Bank’s internal measure for lending decisions, the Country Policy
40 and Institutional Assessment, or CPIA, which only became public in 2005 under
41 external pressrue for transparency); (2) the socio-economic indicators to measure
42 development outcomes and government progress toward their improvement, the
43 Human Development Index (HDI) produced and reported annually by the UN
44 Development Programme (UNDP), and the eight UN Millennium Development
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154 Persistent State Weakness in the Global Age

1 Goals (MDGs) which governments committed in 2000 to achieve by 2015, 1
2 monitored by the World Bank and IMF in a Global Monitoring Report (see 2
3 http://go.worldbank.org/UVQMEYEDOO); and (3) the Ibrahim Index of African 3
4 Governance developed by Robert Rotberg and team at the Kennedy School of 4
5 Government, Harvard University, for the Mo Ibrahim Foundation, in reaction 5
6 against the influence of indexes based on panels of outside experts rather than 6
7 objective criteria, according to Rotberg, such as the Kaufrnan-Kraay WGI, the 7
8 CPIA, Transparency International’s index on corruption (TI), and the Economic 8
9 Freedom Index of the Heritage Foundation. This index identifies five ‘political 9

10 goods’ - safety and security; rule of law, transparency, and corruption; participation 10
11 and human rights; sustainable economic opportunity; and human development - 11
12 measured by 15 sub-categories and 58 sub-sub-categories from multiple* datasets, 12
13 but limited thus far only to Africa. ‘ "IS
14 The specific focus on state fragility and weakness in this Second, economic 14
15 category, however, comes from the donor community and its increasing focus 15
16 since the late 1990s on aid effectiveness. The argument tliataid was effective 16
17 in its growth-promoting or poverty-reducing goal oifly under conditions of good 17
18 governance, and more precisely specific economic .policies from’governments 18
19 and their capacity to implement those pblicies, created i4 growing problem for 19
20 development donors, both bilateral deyelopment agencies and multilateral 20
21 banks: namely, how to deal with governments who were, in their language, ‘poor 21
22 performing coimtries’. Initially pflled ‘di&cultjpartherships’ by the Development 22
23 Assistance Committee (DAC) of tWeX)rganization for Economic Cooperation and 23
24 Development (OECD) and the' Lowvlncome Countries Under Stress (LICUS) 24
25 Initiative at the World Bank, this problem is now more commonly called fragile 25
26 states. The creation of separate indexes to classify and measure these countries 26
27 is based on an a priori ac^ptanee- bf this good-governance theory. They neither 27
28 challenge that explanation nor seek to test it. In this category is the ‘Proxy List of 28
29 Fragile States’ of the.British Department for International Development (DFID), 29
30 the ‘pilot’ countries ofth'e World Bank’s LICUS Initiative (which joined in 2005 30
31 with the'Bank’s Post-Conflict Unit and renamed the Fragile and Conflict-Affected 31
32 CofiWies Group), and the ‘countries i^uiring special attention’ prepared for the 32
33 UNDP.by.Sakiko Fukuda-Parr on the basis of the data and methodology of the 33
34 1003 Human Development Report. The DAC list of fragile states is 35 countries, 34
35 while the UNDP list is 64 ‘worst performing countries’ based on ‘high levels of 35
36 poverty and slow progress, needing to accelerate progress to achieve the MDGs, 36
37 and lacking domestic resources to do so’ (such as Burundi and Papua New Guinea) 37
38 (Fukuda-Parr 2007, p. 2, and passim for the lists). 38
39 Finally, a third set of indexes focuses on democratization, on the assumption 39
40 that democracy is necessary to political stability because it protects minority 40
41 rights and guarantees political freedom. These two goals are associated with the 41
42 two most prominent indexes: (1) the Polity rankings of governments, currently 42
43 in its fourth panel (thus called Polity IV), created by the University of Maryland 43
44 team led by Ted Robert Gurr and his ‘minorities at risk’ research program, the 44
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1 same team that initiated the Political Instability Task Force in 1994, and (2) the 1
2 annual rankings by Freedom House, a non-govermnental organization based in 2
3 Washington, DC and New York, that measures a country’s progress on indicators 3
4 of political freedom. One could add to this list the Amnesty International reports 4
5 on human rights, although its focus is narrower. 5
6 6
7 7
8 The Balkans in comparative perspective 8
9 9

10 The virtue of these indexes is that they provide globally comparative data to situate 10
11 the countries of Southeastern Europe. Where, then, do the coimtries of the Balkans 11
12 lie in these indexes? First, as one might expect, Slovenia no longer beli^rigs to this 12
13 category. There is a large gap on all indexes between it and the rest ofThecbuntries 13
14 in the region. ' • ! \ 14
15 If one shifts to global comparisons, however, then the differ^ces between all 15
16 the Balkan cases and Slovenia pale. None of the countries in the region are even 16
17 close to fragile or failed. None are in the DAC list of 35 ‘fragile states or the UNDP 17
18 list of 64 worst performing countries requiring special attention., None are clqse 18
19 to failing, according to the Failed States Index rankings. Pn an index from 0 for 19
20 the most stable to 120 for total state failure, they range in 2007 from Croatia at 20
21 60.5 to Bosnia at 84.5. Compare Iraq atT 11.4 and Sudan at 113.7. On the Peace 21
22 and Conflict Instability Ledger fpr, ‘risk of fdture instabilitj^ none are in the risk 22
23 category. These numbers are particularly striking: they range from a low of 1.9 23
24 for Croatia to a high of 4.5 for ‘Yugoslavia’ (Serbia and Montenegro) in the 2008 24
25 Index, which represents data for 20Q4. Contrast this with Afghanistan at 39.3, 25
26 even India at 10.7, Armenia at 9.4,‘and Russia at 5.0. The only partial exception 26
27 is Bosnia, which has a ‘re4 light’for ‘regime consistency’, but this is actually a 27
28 non-score because itis BasedMliieGtly on the Polity scores that code countries in a 28
29 period of ‘interruption’ if tl|ey are under occupation, in constitutional transition, or, 29
30 as Bosnia is labeled, in .an ^interregnum’. None of the Balkan cases are in DFID’s 30
31 proxy list of fragile states or the overall composite list of ‘poor performers’. 31
32 Turning to socio-economic categories, the Balkan countries are also not poor, 32
33 developing, countries. All are middle-income countries by GDP. Their Human 33
34 Development Indicators (HDI) are in the high category for Slovenia and Croatia, 34
35 and in the upper medium level for Albania, Bosnia, and Macedonia (Serbia and 35
36 Montene^o have not been rated an HDI, bqt data on some components of the 36
37 HDI show them to be at the upper medium level, also). This variation on HDI, 37
38 moreover, is clearly tied to income, but, notably, not to the HDI measures for 38
39 health or education, which are a more direct measure of effective government 39
40 policy (Bosnia at 62, Macedonia at 66, and Albania at 73, in contrast to Slovenia at 40
41 27 and Croatia at 44 for the overall HDI). Indeed, all of the Balkan cases perform 41
42 better on the HDI, especially education levels and quality and health indicators, 42
43 than their income levels would predict. 43
44 44

45
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1 On political measures, the Polity IV range of -10 to +10 codes only Slovenia as
2 strongly democratic (at +10) but Macedonia has been second at +9 for the entire
3 period, 1991-2004, except for 2000-2001 when the Kosovo conflict and spillover
4 derailed it temporarily in the Polity scores. All of the Balkan cases are above the
5 line democratically, although all except Slovenia are also classified as ‘tentative’
6 democracies, implying that consolidation has not taken place. Indeed, even the
7 relative rankings among Croatia, Macedonia, Albania, and Serbia-Montenegro
8 fluctuate from year to year, reinforcing the judgment that they remain in transition.
9 On the World Bank’s WGI, the most striking result in the data fi-om 1996 to 2006

10 is the progress in scores on all of its governance indicators, though some progress 10
11 is more gradual than others. Such progress, though by smaller increment^, appears 11
12 as well in the ‘Failed States’ index over time. \\ 12
13 Perhaps the most striking results from global comparisons co^frcgpa study 13
14 by the UN Office on Drugs and Crime which shows in rigorou^, tninuteAwl that 14
15 the countries of southeast Europe (including Romania, Bulg^pa,'^4AlbM^, but 15
16 excluding Slovenia) all have strikingly low levels of conventi^L^ne Murder, 16
17 robbery and theft, assault, rape, domestic violence, ^eyenj^pN^f^ehicular theft 17
18 — in comparison with Western Europe (Leggett 2007). Th^ Bal&pfcountries also 18
19 rank extremely low on all the charactrf^0&' that'>\j^ul^*predict a high crime 19
20 region (demographic profile, socio-econpimc meases of inequality, poverty, and 20
21 unemployment, pace of urbanization, an^&mci^>o| the criminal justice system). 21
22 Particularly interesting is Leggett’^xplai^^^^these low rankings, that despite 22
23 the collapse of the socialist systeni'^war, and wrenching political and economic 23
24 transitions, they are a legacy of%iAqcialist system in relative equality (Bosnia- 24
25 Herzegovina has a more equM'GENI cc^Bcient than Norway for example and only 25
26 Macedonia has a worrisome frend'plWowing inequality), high education and health 26
27 statistics, highly educated bj^kservants, and civil service. This includes very high 27
28 measures of perfoim^ceiVtlftfcriminal justi^ system; it is not under-resourced by 28
29 governments and iS adeqi^tdly equipped to respond. Thus, one could conclude that 29
30 on these goo|b^e\sW^^dre has not been progress but progressive decline which, 30
31 given ffiefend ttf’the socialist policies and resources, can be expected to continue.

22
33 \jvv
34 The non-weakness

36 These comparative economic, social, and political data create a serious puzzle; 36
37 why do analysts of these countries and public opinion surveys argue that they 37
38 are weak states and that state weakness is the cause of the many problems in the 38
39 region? If there is a problem of state weakness, policy caimot be effective until 39
40 both the measures of state weakness and its causal effects can be identified clearly. 40
41 This returns us to the original question, what ‘work; does the state weakness 41
42 classification do? A,
43 The audience for all these indicators is varied, but in general, they are largely 43
44 aimed at governments themselves, along the lines of the new UN-adopted doctrine, 44
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1 ‘Responsibility to Protect’, that the international community has an obligation to
2 intervene if governments do not protect their citizens and provide the public goods
3 (safety, socio-economic conditions, non-discrimination) being measured. One
4 could say that they are warnings to governments: here is how you do or do not
5 meet international standards, and beware if you do not take action. If the results
6 are at or above average, however, the opposite message is sent - you are doing fine
7 and are at no risk of international action. The fi-equent complaint from activists
8 in the Balkans that their concerns are being neglected can be explained by a shift
9 in strategic priorities among the major powers, outside any influence from the

10 Balkan cormtries. Alternatively, it could be explained by their relatively positive
11 conditions in global terms. The other audience for these indicators is the external
12 actors in an intervention scenario - donors especially, but also multiitational and
13 international aid and security organizations. The indicators serv^C'to shape their
14 policies of aid and intervention. And policies do, in the end, depend on the data
15 that policy actors use. , f, \ . )
16 The answer to this paradox is to be found, as Kostovicova and Bojicic-Dz^ilovic
17 tell us and are researching in their contribution to this volume, ih disaggregating
18 the concept of state weakness to find characteristics of states that tnight actually
19 explain outcomes that mattef locally. Th^, both r^earch and policy can focus
20 where change is needed. * / ^ - '
21 A glance at three sets of quantitative data suggests a useful beginning for such
22 analysis: ■
23 /
24 1. The Global Peace Index of theJUniversity of Queensland, Australia, affirms
25 the results of the UNDOC study by Leggett. All countries in the region
26 including Slovenia, when cofripared globally, have low numbers for jailed
27 population, low aggregate numbers of heavy weapons in the general
28 population, a^sfoalkhuinber of the population killed in violent internal
29 disturbances,Tow fates of homicide, low volumes of conventional weapons
30 imporlSj-rip violent skirmishes with other countries, moderately sophisticated
31 militaf^es . evidencing ‘normalization’ (such as low levels of military
32 '■ .spending as‘a percentage of GDP, and units deployed to UN peacekeeping
33 mii^sions). The variation in scores among them - from Slovenia at 15, then
34 '\^Croatia at 67, Bosnia-Herzegovina next at 75, Macedonia at 82, and Serbia
35 at,84 - is not great once one dismisses Slovenia.
36 Except for Slovenia, however, these four (Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
37 Macedonia, and Serbia) are judged politically unstable, with potential
38 remaining for violence in demonstrations, crime, and internal conflicts.
39 Three (Croatia, Macedonia, and Serbia) are said to lack a ‘solid reputation’
40 with regional neighbors such that relations could always become violent
41 despite no incidents for a long time. Three (Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia,
42 Serbia) house large numbers of internally displaced persons (IDPs) and
43 refugees, which the index views as a destabilizing fact. Two are of concern
44 because of easy access to small arms domestically, but they are Croatia
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and Macedonia, which are locally viewed through the success lens of their 1 
association agreements with the EU. Two (Macedonia and Serbia) contain 2 
the potential for terrorist violence. Serbia has a high level of crime. 3

These negative data are interesting because they all represent the 4 
consequences of the violent break-up of Yugoslavia (including international 5 
policies aimed at the violence) and the continuing effects of war (e.g., IDEs 6, 
and refugees or internal political instability that could become violent), on 7 
the one hand, and the incomplete process of state formation in the former 8 
Yugoslav region in general, on the other (e.g., relations with neighbors 9. 
or ongoing internal political instability). None of these measures and 10 
characteristics, however, is primarily caused by state weakness^ 11

\\ 12
2. The second dataset, the Worldwide Governance Indicators, disaggregates 13 

governance into six separate categories. What these datq show that is 14 
particularly interesting in regard to the disconnect between the global 15 
measures and local perceptions is the progress, as measured by global 16 
rankings and scores below, at, or above thfe .norm, being made by all 17 
countries in the region over the decade,,! 99b-2006. > ’ 18

Thus, on ‘Voice and Accountability’, by 2006, all countries in the 19 
region except Kosovo (that is, ‘ Slovenia,' Croatia, Bosnia, Macedonia, 20 
Serbia, Albania, and Montenegro),are at or above the mid-point on the WGI 21 
scale of 0-100 and showpd significant improvement over the decade. Rule 22 
of Law scores are not as hi^ but the progress here is even greater over 23 
time, except again, strikingly’ poor scores for both Albania and Kosovo. 24 
The scores on Regulatdr3\Puality show remarkable improvement over 25 
the decade, although BosniaWeniains low and Kosovo is not ranked at all. 26 
Slovenia and Croatia'score,, well on Government Effectiveness from the 27 
start of the r&nkiq^ in 1996, while the other four (Macedonia, Albania, 28 
Serbia, andfeqsnia) show notable progress over the period on this indicator 29 
beginning'iri ^002 (Montenegro and Kosovo are not ranked separately until 30 

' 2006). All-jnore than doubled their scores over 10 years. 31
‘ The division within the region on these scores occurs, rather, on political 32 

■ stability. On the one hand are a stable Slovenia and an increasingly stable 33
.Croatia, and on the other, very low, and sometimes declining, scores for 34

Albania, Bosnia, Macedonia, and Serbia (Kosovo was not yet scored). 35 
These latter four did improve by 2006, but their rankings and their negative 36 
scores can still be justifiably seen as measures of state weakness. Yet the 37 
greatest - quite dramatic - progress occurs in the control-of-corruption 38 
scores and rankings from 1996 until 2003, when the pace of improvement 39 
begins to slow. Whereas the scores for Bosnia, Serbia, and Macedonia are 40 
approaching the mid-point ranking of 50, those for Montenegro, Kosovo, 41

42
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and most of all for Albania have a long way to climb. 1
2

3. The conflict between perceptions and empirical reality is confronted 3 
directly by the third dataset, the UNDOC study of crime rates already 4 
discussed above. As its author, Timothy Leggett, writes, the generally 5 
accepted view of the region, among outsiders and even many insiders, 6 
is one plagued by ‘crime and corruption’. One measure of this dominant 7 
view is EU policy: ‘both Bulgaria and Romania had their admission to the 8 
European Union postponed because of crime issues, and many countries 9 
are far fi-om candidacy due to endemic corruption and related social 10 
disorder’ (Leggett 2007). Another is the conventional wisdom that crime 11 
is ‘a direct threat to political stability’ in the region. Yet neither Leggett’s 12 
data nor that of W^as cited above support this widespreadxonsensus. As 13 
Leggett writes, ‘the Balkans do not have a conventional crim^jproblem’ 14 
nor does the. region fit the profile of a region that might h^ve^one. '. 15

Leggett thus searches for another explanation m the data 'i)f this 16 
perception of the region. The plausible ansA^r, he proposes, lies not in 17 
the region but in western Europe, where southeast Europe has gained a 18 
bad reputation because organized.crini^ and especially drug trafficking 19 
are said to be run by people from southeastern Europe. And, indeed, 20 
Leggett argues, one could posit that whil^ the relatively low inequality 21 
of income in southeastern JEuropeNvould pi'redict low levels of crime, the 22 
levels are not low if the reference poinfis Europe. Southeast Europe is 23 
a ‘relatively poor area bbrdering a rich one’ and people in the region 24 
are very aware that their, purcjiasing power is starkly different from that 25 
of Austria, central Europe, and especially western Europe. Because data 26 
also show high leveteof international mobility from the region, including 27 
large diaspora populatiops in western Europe, one could argue that there 28 
are ‘strong |ncentiyds for informal wealth redistribution’, and possibly, 29 
through-cyganized crime. This explanation is supported, he argues, by the 30 
strongliinks between organized crime groups and the very top ranks of 31 

", govehuhenMn the region. 32
, ' , Yet here', too, the reality causes a problem. Southeast Europe has 33

very low levels of substance abuse, so the drug trafficking perceived as 34 
the primary focus of organized crime can only be explained by demand 35 
in western Europe. Even then, the prison populations of western Europe 36 
have very low percentages of inmates from southeast Europe, and those 37 
incarcerated are petty criminals. On the link between organized crime 38 
and politicians, Leggett provides no data, whereas the data he does 39 
provide showf^ery effective government efforts at fighting organized 40 
crime, as measured comparatively with western European countries by 41 
the number of staff dedicated to the fight, of actual investigations per 42 
capita, and of prosecutions based on both arrest and conviction rates. 43 
Moreover, although the World Bank Business Climate Survey of 50 44

45
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1 countries records a large number of businesses which say that crime
2 is a major constraint to business, the region of southeast Europe is
3 below average among those 50. Informants in surveys of Transparency
4 International do say that they regularly pay bribes in the region, but they
5 also say that corruption is not a constraint to investment. In general,
6 foreign direct investment is strong and rising throughout the region.
7 Moreover, the actual TI rankings go against the conventional wisdom of
8 these perceptions, first that this is a region-wide problem and second that
9 any differentiation will be between the less corrupt, wealthier north and

10 more corrupt, poorer south. In fact, Albania does, indeed, rank very high
11 on the TI corruption rankings, but Croatia ranks much worse than Serbia
12 where the outsiders’ accusation of a strong link between political elites
13 and organized crime, is most frequently made. While Leggett provides
14 data from public surveys revealing a growing fear of walking.^lone on
15 the streets in most countries of the region - which coul^’be seed as a
16 measure of organized crime or police corruption - this.-f?ar is'highest
17 in Bulgaria, already an EU member-state, jatjd lowest iiv those parts of
18 Yugoslavia which directly experienced war. ' . ‘ \
19 V'"'V
20 :
21 Conclusion ‘ V » *
22
23 If there is such a thing as state weakness, of what use is this concept to our
24 understanding of the Balkans? %'h^t work does the concept do? What does it
25 explain? These quantitativedndbxes not help us because most of the outcome
26 variables they measure are very good for the countries of the region. When
27 looked at comparatively, thbiiegion is not characterized by the consequences
28 said to define state'weakness. Indeed, the outcome measures are much better
29 than one would.expqct based on their measures of wealth by GDP or GDP per
30 capita. While tbere^ i^'s^e differentiation in these scores within the region, the
31 predictable outlier of Slovenia on the positive side against the others, in varying
32 combinations, caphot, therefore, be explained economically as most would be
33 inclined to do. Because all in the region perform better than their economic
34 measures., would predict, and the only other constant outlier where there is
35 differentiation in the negative direction, in Albania generally, and in Bulgaria
36 and Romania in the particular accusations of crime and corruption and popular
37 fears of insecurity on their streets, then the explanation also cannot be state
38 weakness as a result of the socialist legacy, or what economists now commonly
39 refer to, strangely, as the ‘totalitarian’ legacy because all those with better than
40 expected results, including the Slovene outlier on the positive end, shared a
41 common Yugoslav past. Comparatively, the post-Yugoslav states appear to have
42 stronger states in terms of outcome measures as a result of that Yugoslav legacy
43 than one would expect on economic grounds or possibly, the different political
44 systems in Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania. What the contrast between the
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1 local perception of state weakness and the contrary evidence from these global
2 datasets suggest is that the problem to be explained lies not in the reality but
3 in the perceptions - of weakness, crime, and corruption in the face of contrary
4 data.
5 How, then, can we explain this gap between perceptions and reality? I
6 propose four possible directions:
7
8 1. Looking comparatively, there is a notable similarity between the literature
9 on the African state during the 1980s and 1990s and the reaction in the

10 Balkans currently. The classic work on state weakness in Africa, Jackson
11 and Rosberg’s 1982 article, ‘Why Africa’s Weak States Persist: The
12 Empirical and the Juridical in Statehood’, argued that the survival of
13 African states was due not to their internal legitimacy and ins^tutional
14 relevance, neither of which they had according to these aqflfors^, but
15 because of their status as recognized sovereign states undef-intematlonal
16 law. By 1992, Jean-Fran9ois Bayart successfully'labeled A|ficaii states
17 ‘rhizome states’ characterized by predation on the population, and then,
18 in the work for which he is best known, a criminalized,^t|ite. In 1995,
19 William Zartman was using the term ‘ cbllapspd states’ for ihuch of Africa,
20 and in 1998, William Reno argued that there was a new type of state itself
21 in much of Africa, defined-by iydrlord politics and the shadow states
22 they create for personal gain (corruption) that emerge in the opportunity
23 structure of intemational^aid ^d transnational networks. In 1999, Chabal
24 and Daloz published Africa-Works: Disorder as Political Instrument,
25 and in 2000, Jeffrey Herbst'me^sured state weakness primarily by states ’
26 (in)ability to control their,territory and collect taxes.
27 All of these anaslyses and related popular perceptions are currently
28 being challenged by'African scholars on the grounds that the empirical
29 basis of th^e labels^sand arguments is very weak. In the few instances
30 where s6:fce jFacts--can be found to support these characterizations, the
31 explanations, they argue, lie elsewhere. Their preferred explanation is
32 - that all of these analyses are aimed at justifying the external imposition
33 ’ ,of alien state models and the resulting disconnect with local reality.
34 \fhey strongly urge careful empirical research of actual social groups
35 and politics within each country to assess the nature of political order
36 independently of its evaluation by these external models and standards
37 and its actual relationship to political stability and economic growth.
38 Thus, the first possible explanation for this same gap in the Balkan
39 cases is that judgments are being made by outsiders for political reasons
40 having little to do with the local reality. We could look at the purpose
41 of these indices, whose audiences are governments in the wealthy,
42 powerful states, or at the EU criteria (both the acquis communitaire and
43 the additional ‘stabilization’ expectations for the region of southeastern
44 Europe) and the role played by the media and domestic politics in western
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European countries in a context of retrenchment on EU enlarpment in 
shaping perceptions toward southeastern Europe, all of which easily 
discount the reality of how much progress has been made when that 
would not conform to their interests.

2 Asecond explanation might be found in the differences between economic
■ measures in these indexes and those that matter to people m the Balkans. 

Thus, while indicators demonstrate real economic growth, nsmgforeign 
direct investment, declining unemployment, and much higher HDI and 
MDG measures than their incomes would predict, they rarely mention and 
do not measure an economic outcome of great importance to^i^ividuals 
- that real wages in the region are stagnating. The local expl^riation for 
this is politically very important; someone else must-.b|_;|egjlig rich. 
That is, there must be two sets of rules, one for tb^K^abidm^ass 
public, another for the privileged few who hav^Ef sdhahcon^ions 
to officials or organized crime. That is, the cnlhe and
political corruption. The resemblance betw$\^Hi^§^ theonzing 
and that in the Yugoslavia of the l£80s, |vhen p^eppl^lamed their 
economic troubles with a language ^rnatiq^b exploitation, *at one s 
group was the victim of otheis,'is a dtorbing but less quantifiable 
measure of the political order, givWs consequences m the 1990s Why 
has no political party em^ed to grt^^4ther explanatmns? After all 
real wages have stagnat^^ most countries of the world over the past 
two decades, and goverAh|ts^differ in the extent to which they adopt 
welfare policies in fe^^%nding on the presence and strength of 
political organizati|)]^^;^sentmg those who labor (Huber, et al. 2006^ 
The weakness of suph-rep^ientation in the Balkans, if not a measure of 
a weak stat^j^Jiipasure of weak democracy (Dahl 1971).

3 As mei^nb^^^^, the impressively high socio-economic indicators
3. AS nicIlt^UnCU w, tiiv JO • 11 +u tjF\T^ '6n”eqWil¥. health, and education in the region, especially on the HUl 

/ > and the Mdfis, are a consequence of the policies of the socialist peno .
\ XTbe influra^ of this legacy will necessarily decline over time as liberal 

\v&lues have replaced socialist ones in government policy and *e effects 
'^^ts in public expenditures and welfare will
shift is already recorded in the improving scores on the WOl, i i, 
and related pro-business indices. The consequences for socio-economic 
outcomes may take longer, or the quantitative measures may lag behind 
the reality, which would make the perceptions closer to reality than the 
datasets on such indicators. These declining socio-economic conditions, 
however, would not be a result either of the socialist legacy (quite the

1 Anyone who finds this too conspiratorial a hypothesis should trace the reaction of 
44 western European officials, as well as publics, to the findings of the UNDOC study.
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1 opposite, in providing an initial cushion) or of a weak state, but of a
2 deliberate change of government policy.
3
4 4. Finally, the scores on governance on which all of the former Yugoslav
5 states, except Slovenia, do not perform as well clearly comprise a
6 package of related traits (political instability, rule of law, legitimacy,
7 trust) which can be explained by the still unresolved issues of stateness
8 - borders, national composition and identity, citizenship, sovereignty,
9 EU’ membership - in the region. In this sense, these Balkan states

10 are weak by definition. This is the one aspect of this story with clear
11 policy implications. Outsiders interested either in the consciences of
12 the political instability and state fragility which their indexdl mtend to
13 measure or in the. direction of state reconstruction in th^Baltons more
14 specifically can do a great deal to end the uncertainty .and delay. These
15 policies, too, however, are not a measure of state weakness in the Balkans
16 but decisions being made elsewhere, which returns’■-us to the question
17 with which this article began - what work dops the category ‘weak state’
18 do for the Balkans? ; > ■
19 '■ ;■ i \ /
20 ^
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